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This is a screenshot of one of my air-spring models that shows the flat-spot in the spring curve.  Y-axis is lbf, X-axis is mm of stroke up to 57mm based on a positive 
pressure set at 150 psi.  Basically what happens is that when the main-piston seal crosses the negative charge port, the positive and negative air chambers are 
linked and thus have equal pressure.  This is how we automatically set the negative pressure based on the positive pressure you set with a pump.  The flat-spot 
results because during the few mm of stroke where the main piston does not seal the positive and negative chambers, the effective air piston diameter is reduced 
to the diameter of the damper tube.  So pre-negative charge you have a 45mm piston, then during negative charge you have a 32mm piston, then after negative 
charge you’re back to a 45mm piston.  You’re also going from two springs in series with a large diameter piston (large instantaneous spring rate) to a single spring 
with a smaller piston (much lower instantaneous spring rate).  The result is a very nearly flat area in the force vs displacement graph. 
 
Now, this flat area is only about 3mm wide so you’d think it wouldn’t be noticeable but you also have to factor in the kinematics of the bike.  Most bikes have 
average leverage ratios between 2 and 3:1.  In other words, the wheel moves 2-3mm for every mm of shock movement.  This is not a constant rate however.  In 
fact, the ratio of wheel to shock movement changes constantly throughout the bike’s travel and this change can be highly variable.  With some bikes, it just 
happens that the leverage curve of the frame is very “high” (lots of wheel movement with little shock movement) during this 3mm “flat” part of the air spring 
curve, and this can make the flat spot is very noticeable during  the “push on the saddle” test.  If the frame has a “low” leverage ratio during this part of the 
shock’s travel, then you won’t feel the flat spot at all. 
 
Regardless, the negative charge port is very close to full shock extension so it is relatively far away from the sag point and should never be noticeable while riding. 
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